
For May 31, 2015 

Smriti or to Remember 

Today, BapDada is looking at His most elevated, great, pure and 
charitable souls. All of you pure and charitable souls, you great 
donors, have received special authority directly from the Father to 
become conquerors of matter and Maya. You have received the 
authority; you have received all rights, but you do not use that 
authority accordingly with the understanding of its real value. 
When you carelessly misuse something on a trivial matter for 
your own pleasure and comfort, or if you start thinking or 
speaking wastefully, you then become unable to use either your 
treasure of charity that you have accumulated or the Godly 
authority that you have been given as you should. Otherwise, 
even one thought of yours is very powerful. One thought of yours 
is like a switch that you can put on and thereby remove all 
darkness within a second.  

Sweet Baba, during the course of the day I will reaffirm the 
awareness that I am a great, pure, and charitable soul. I will 
increase my account of charity at every second and use every 
thought and every second, knowing their value. I will switch on 
the special authority I received directly from You, and become a 
conqueror of matter and Maya. With this powerful thought, I will 
dispel the darkness of waste and negativity within.  

Samarthi or Power 

I constantly plug myself into the power that is received from the 
above smriti. I become aware how my smriti is recharging my 
self-respect. I pay attention to how my smriti is giving me 
strength and is allowing me to operate with equanimity and 
patience in an ever-changing world.  



Mano-vritti or Attitude 

Baba to Soul: A pure and charitable soul means his attitude is 
constantly that of a world benefactor, like the Father. He is a 
benefactor at every second and in every thought. With his rays of 
mercy, he removes the darkness of sorrow and peaceless-ness 
from everywhere. 

I am determined to adopt an attitude of a world benefactor. At 
every moment, with every thought, I keep this attitude of being a 
benefactor. I will hold compassion in my heart for every soul. 

Drishti or Pure Vision 

Baba to Soul: A pure and charitable soul means to be a soul 
through whose eyes is constantly revealed the image of BapDada 
and whose face constantly reveals BapDada’s character. 

My heart is attracted to none but ONE. The magic of unique 
magnetic attraction transforms my drishti. Through my drishti, 
souls are able to see and experience BapDada.  

Creating a Wave 

I will do mansa seva and be part of creating a beautiful wave of 
pure remembrance and attitude spanning the whole globe during 
the 7:00pm to 7:30pm meditation. I will engage the smriti, mano-
vritti, and drishti from above and give sakaash to the whole world 
as a humble instrument. 


